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Appreciation from our Donations
Much thanks to Polly Sauer for MJC receiving a
check for $1,4650 from the Lake Arrowhead Rotary
Foundation recently. Polly bravely jumped into the
lake at their annual PolaRotary Bear Plunge last
February. The money she raised is split 50/50 with
MJC and the Rotary Foundation.
Polly also raises money for MJC at her weekly
Yoga classes. Angela Yap is one of her students who
choses to contribute to our group. Our thanks to both
Polly and Angela.
A lovely thank you letter came to us from the San
Bernardino County Sheriff’s Department in Twin
Peaks Search & Rescue. Enclosed was a photo of all
the rescuers who each signed the back of it.

NEW MEMBERS
Adam Fine and Olga Jaramillo and children,
Alison and Zachary Fine

Kenny Majors
Roslyn Natker
Norm Raiden
Andy Lewis
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MJC Book & Movie Nook
RECOMMENDED
Marlene Crossner

Marlene was impressed with the Maisie Dobbs series written by Jacqueline
Winspear. She’s also a huge fan of the Louise Penny series called Inspector
Gamache.
Norton and Leslie Marks
They highly recommend Bolivar, a multi-episode series on Netflix. They felt the
content was very interesting and it had quite a bit of historical truth to it. Are you a
veteran? You’ll appreciate The Last Stand of the Tin Can Sailors. Norton says it’s
one of the most interesting books he’s ever read!

Thanksgiving
2020
Dear MJC members,
For so many years we’ve been blessed to have the generosity and kindness of
Norton and Leslie Marks hosting the Pre-Thanksgiving dinner. It has been one of
the most well-attended and delicious events in recent MJC history! With COVID
19, our activities are limited for the benefit of all. As we won’t be having our
annual celebration next month, we’d like you to send in a short sentence or two
that tell us: WHAT ARE YOU GRATEFUL FOR?
We will try to use all of your thoughts in our November newsletter!
Please send your contribution to Laurie at: hatbrand@verizon.net
by November 1st.

